HOW TO PROPERLY ROTATE YOUR IMAGE TO NOT WASTE PAPER AND YOUR $$$

FEATUREING BIRTHDAY CATS!
(notice this is a rectangular image we will print using ARCH D settings)
As always in Meyerson Hall, you will be printing from Adobe PDF.

*This is a rectangle image and will be more cost effective when rotated properly to create less wasted paper. I will use the ArchD preset for example.*
Select ArchD, or the appropriate rectangle dimension for your plot.
Notice the roll paper image in the pink dot.

this is our indicator for how the plot will come out.
Under Layout/Output choose autorotate, add crop lines if needed and take a look at what the roll paper image is showing us.

The E is on its side, which indicates that my “Birthday Cats” will be flipped on their side when printed. That is going to waste paper and waste money.
By selecting “Landscape” option my image has been rotated correctly and the “Birthday Cats” will now be printed properly. This has minimized paper waste and cost.

Please email if you are still having trouble and I will be happy to help!  ithub@design.upenn.edu

-Kaitlin PennDesign ITS